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ABSTRACT
Catherine Cresswell
SACRED LANDSCAPE: RURAL CATHOLIC PARISH VILLAGES IN SOUTHEASTERN INDIANA
This study, centered in the rolling hills of Franklin, Dearborn, Ripley, and Decatur Counties, Indiana, focuses on sixteen rural Catholic parish villages, all founded between 1824 and 1860 by immigrants from small nation-states which now make up Germany, Switzerland, and France. The research has two primary objectives: first, to offer a detailed analysis of the rural Catholic parish villages of southeastern Indiana as a settlement type and to place them in a historical and geographic context, and second, to determine whether the parish villages and their churches may constitute folk art types. Sixteen parish villages within a seventeen by twenty-eight mile study area have been analyzed, using historic and modern maps and photographs, archival materials, and interviews with local people. Two sub-types of parish village were identified, one naturalistic, the other formal. Churches were found to be based on a single prescribed assembly of interior volumes and external geometric solids, with enormous variation introduced by skilled masons through manipulation of decorative surface elements and tower form. [viii]
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